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Abstract-This paper proposes a novel configuration for photovoltaic applications based on a cascade converter topology.

The series connection between modules is achieved through the
magnetic core of the integrated series transformer, therefore
an inherent isolation is provided without the requirement of a
de-de conversion stage. Such isolation approach between each
module allows operation at high voltage levels without harming
the PV panel insulation. Tbe main principles that support this
proposal, as well as, simulation results are presented to validate

the configuration.

I. INTRODUCTION

Among the different renewable energy sources, photovoltaic
(PV) energy is one of the highly installed renewable source
worldwide. The high demand of this energy has driven to
develop better cost-<:<>mpetitive technologies to improve its
characteristics and overcome the constraints over those that
currently exist. Traditionally, PV systems are grouped in different type of confignrations [l]: string topology (implemented
in small and medium PV systems), multi-string topology
(implemented in medium and large scale systems) and central
confignration (implemented in large PV power plants). Currently, the most common topologies used by the inverter stage
are the Neutral Point Clamped, the T-type converter and the
H-Bridge converter.
For high power applications, PV panels are clustered into
series and parallel connections to achieve the required de
voltage and current. However, the PV panel insulation defines
the maximum de voltage allowed by the series connection of
panels (PV string) which can not surpass the voltage limit set
by the manufactnrer (IOOOV to 1500V). This voltage limit
restricts PV systems to only operate at low voltage levels
wtless multi-cell converters are used to split the de voltage
and decrease the voltage stress [2]. Multi-cell converters are
a subgroup of multilevel converters and consist of a series
connection of modules which increase the voltage level operation as the number of modules increase. Using an appropriate
modulation, the series connection increases the number of
output voltage levels, yielding a reduction in the ac current
ripple and thus, higher power quality and smaller ac filter
requirements.
The cascade converter [2] is the conventional multi-cell
confignration used in PV applications. Different control algorithms have been proposed to control this converter in several

scenarios. Although the modules split the voltage stress of
the PV panels, PV insulation remains a problem in multicell converters if galvanic isolation is not considered. To
provide this isolation, a de-de stage with a high frequency
transformer is commonly used, in this way, the de and the
ac side are decoupled and it is possible to control their
variables independently. Nevertheless, the requirement of two
stages (the de-de converter and the inverter) increase the
implementation cost, the control complexity and in some cases
they are not a feasible option. Among the possible solutions
to such a challenge is the use of multiple power transformers
connected in series to achieve galvanic isolation between
different modules. However, such an approach requires bulky
transformers capable of handling the line current as well as
this yields a larger setup footprint.
Integration of several transformers into a single monolithic
structure has gained interest in recent literature. Such structures resolve converter galvanic isolation challenges as well
as setup footprint limitations. The confignration discussed in
[3], utilizes multiple series transformers with multi-secondary
windings. In such a configuration, series compensation of each
phase is distributed over several converters connected through
a single series transformer. Multiple power electronics con-

verters inject the corresponding secondary winding currents to
achieve the required fundamental reference current However,
in this configuration, the equivalent circuit per phase results in
multiple converters connected in shunt to each other through
the series transformer which does not achieve a cascaded
topology. Another approach of series converter integration
is shown in [4] through a shunt magnetic path. The shunt
magnetic path is inserted between the primary and secondary
limbs to control the secondary voltage of the transformer.
However, this approach has not been investigated for cascaded
converter and power system applications.
For these reasons, this paper presents a novel confignration
for cascade converters based on an integrated series transformer. The proposal provides a cascade converter with a
galvanic isolation without the requirement of a de-de stage
and high frequency transformer. The power transformer used
is based on the confignration presented in [5], where it is
shown the possibility of providing multiple series and shunt
connections in a single integrated transformer. The Custom

Power Active Transformer (CPAT), [6], utilizes multiple shunt
magnetic paths to provide equivalent series connections as
well as multiple shunt connectiou betweeu the primary and
secoudary side. Through the presented concept, simulations
results validate the feasibility of such an integrated configura-

tion
This paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the
proposed configuration and presents the theory of operation.
In Section III a derivation of the transformer model is revealed
and the analysis for the required operation principle is studied.
Section IV discusses the utilized control strategy for the proposed integrated converter-transformer structure and in Section
V the simulation results are evaluated. Finally, conclusions of
the proposed approach are summarized in Section VI.
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II. PROPOSED CONFIGURATION

The concept of an integrated series transformer is based
upon the magnetic circuits theory preseuted in [7], which states
that windings wound overs shunt core limbs are equivalent
to series electrical circuits. Using this concept, the CPAT
discussed in [6] has proved the capability of integrating a
series winding between primary and secondary side of a power
transformer. As discussed earlier, to overcome the PV panels
voltage limitation on the de side, this integrated coucept is
utilized to form the required cascaded converter counection
with galvanic isolation. The proposed configuration shown in
Fig. I, presents three modules connected to each limb winding,
while the grid is connected to the fourth limb winding.
Even though, the configuration presented has three modules,
the converter can be extended into more modules ouly by
increasing the nnmber of limbs in the transformer. Based on
the approach in [6], each limb provides a shunt magnetic path.
Since the magnetic flux is directly proportional to the applied
voltage in a winding (i.e. v1 ex ii>,, v2 ex il>2, v3 ex il> 3 and V4
ex i1>4), the snm of all magnetic fluxes would add up to zero
since all elements are shunt connected in the magnetic circuit.
Moreover, all limbs in Fig. I are in shunt to each other, this
eutails that each limb would exhibit an equal magneto-motive
force (i.e. F1 = F2 = F3 = F4) which is directly proportional
to the current through a winding. In this way, the magnetomotive force across the transformer would increase/decrease
depeuding ou the power transferred in the transformer. It
is worth to be noted that the transformer windings provide
inherent filtering capability due to the winding inductance.
Moreover, with such a configuration, there is no limitatiou to
the de bus voltage (Vdcl. Vdc2. Vdc3) variation between each
module. Further explanation into the transformer model and
theory of operation will be discussed in the next section.
The configuration is proposed for a single phase system,
however, the converter can be extended to a three phase
configuration, where it is only necessary to add two independent magnetic cores for each phase. Regarding to the inverter
module, the topology used is irrelevant in this work, but for
a sake of simplicity, a H-Bridge converter is used. Therefore,
the series connection of modules increase the output voltage N
times Vde only if all modules operate at the same voltage level.
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However, this assumption could not be true if the PV string are
affected by differeut temperature and radiation conditions and
each module is coutrolled to operate at their maxirnnm power
point In such a case, asymmetrical voltage levels could appear
in the equivalent output voltage.
Each inverter module in Fig. I operates at the Maxirnnm
Power Point (MPP) available from the connected PV panel
using a Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) technique. In
this case, a single-stage MPPT technique [8],[9] can be utilized
to derive the required output current from each inverter module. The magnetizing current required to energize each limb
of the transformer consists of fractional odd order harmonics
as discussed in [6]. However, such odd harmonics can be
provided by each inverter module through appropriate current
control of the inverter modules. The effect of the magnetizing
current is not cousidered in this proposal since its analysis is
outside the couceptual scope of this paper.
Depending on the modulatiou technique implemented, the
H-Bridge can generate two or three output voltage levels
[10]. The unipolar modulation controls each leg indepeudently,
hence -Vdc, 0 and Vdc are generated in the ac side. By using
a phase shift modulation [11], it is possible to increase the
number of output voltage levels and the apparent switching
frequency observed in the grid current Since unipolar modulation is implemeuted, by shifting (i - 1 )7r / N the carrier
modulation in the rnodnle i, the output voltage levels increase
up to (2N + 1) and the appareut switching frequency increase
2N fc times, where fc is the carrier frequency.

III. TRANSFORMER MODEL DESCRIPTION
The principle discussed can be further extended to k number
of series elements as shown in Fig.2. Each limb consists of N
windings which are selected based on the transformation ratio
of the injected voltage to the induced flux in the core. Considering that limbs 1, 2 ... k - 1 are connected to PV converter
modules while the last limb k is connected to the grid, the
voltage induced at the grid winding can be represented as in
(la). Meanwhile, since the structure represents an equivalent
series circuit, the current in each winding (in) would be a
fraction of the grid current (ik) based on the turns ratio as
presented in (lb).

as shown in Fig.3c. Whereas, the winding flux in the magnetic
circuit is deduced from the effective voltage (Vek) in the
winding electric circuit.
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Fig. 3. Integrated series transformer model. (a) Equiv?1ent ma~c ~!·
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Tu obtain a topologically correct equivalent model of the
transformer presented in Fig.2, the equivalent magnetic circuit
is derived by discretizing the magnetic flux paths in the core
and air as shown in Fig.3. The magnetic circuit shown in
Fig.3a consists of k limbs with winding fluxes <l>k, core
fluxes <!>ck, winding leakage fluxes <!> Lk and core leakage
flux <!>0 • Core limbs and yokes are represented by nonlinear reluctances )Ry )RL with a value calculated based on
the B-H characteristics of the core material. A non-linear
reluctance is modeled as a controlled magneto-motive source
in a closed-loop between input flux and output magneto-motive
force ( F) as shown in Fig.3b. This model would produce an
opposing magneto-motive force based on the limb/yoke length
(l), area (A) and the core B-H characteristics. Meanwhile,
winding leakage reluctances ()Rk) as well as core leakage
reluctance(~) are represented by linear reluctances. Leakage
reluctances are evaluated based on dimensions as in (2) using
the flux path length, mean area and relative permeability of air
(µo = 4rr10-7). The flux generated by each winding is linked
to a winding electric circuit shown in Fig.3c to model winding
losses and core equivalent losses. For any applied winding
voltage (vk), the equivalent transformer winding currents (ik)
is dependent upon winding resistance (Rk), equivalent core
loss resistance (Re) and effective winding current (iek). The
effective current is calculated based on the effective magnetomotive force (Fk) of the winding and number of turns (Nk)

It is worth to be noted that to overcome algebraic loops
due to the coupling between electric, magnetic and non-linear
reluctance circuit, a one-simulation-step-time delay is applied.
However, such an approach should be considered with high

sampling-rate to avoid numerical oscillations.
Using duality transformation [12], the equivalent electric
circuit shown in Fig.4a can be deduced from Fig.3 with nonlinear and linear reluctances transformed into their equivalent
inductance values. It can be observed that the equivalent
electric circuit shown in Fig.4a consists of multiple series
circuits which would develop the cascaded configuration of
the converters upon connection. Assuming perfect coupling
between windings, the equivalent core inductance (LL, Ly)
can be considered significantly large compared to leakage
inductance (Lk, L 0) and thus, the reduced equivalent electric circuit is represented by Fig.4b. The assumption that
(LL, Ly) are siguificantly large is used to neglect the effect
of magnetizing current on the performance of the system.
However, magnetizing currents of each limb are dependent
on the desigo of the transformer (limb length and area) and
they can be compensated through appropriate current control
of each inverter module as in [5].
IV. CONTROL STRATEGY

The grid current is controlled through the power provided
by PV panels and the voltage levels required in the de side.

de voltage control loop regulates the average de voltage, the
power mismatching caused by different de voltage levels will
not be regulated unless a voltage balancing control responsible
for adjusting the modulation index according to the de voltage
reference given by the MPPT algorithm is implemented.
The voltage balancing control used is based on the concept
presented in [14], where the modulation index amplitude
provided by the PR controller is adjusted according to the
power level of each module. This modulation amplitude increase when the module is able to provide more power and
decrease when the module reduces its maximum power level.
The modulation adjustment is performed through a de voltage
control which regulates the new modulation index according
to the next expression.
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The strategy used is based on the voltage oriented control
architecture shown in Fig.5, where the average de voltage
provided by all modules is regulated to generate the ac current
reference and then used to control the grid current through a
PR controller. A MPPT algorithm [8] is implemented to extract
the maximum power produced by PV panels connected in
every module and the voltage reference given by this algorithm
is subtracted from the de voltage filtered at 100 Hz to control
the total error in all modules. In order to synchronize the
current reference and the grid current, a phase locked loop
(PU..) [13] is used for proper synchronization. In this way,
the active and reactive power depend on the synchronization
angle 09 •
The PR controller ensures zero steady state at the grid
frequency, and the modulation index m provided by this
control is used to control all modules. Since the external
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Where .:lm; is the control variable provided by the de
voltage control loop. In Fig.6 is shown the control scheme.
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V. SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed configuration and control scheme are validated through simulation results using Matlab/Simulink. The
converter has three H-bridge modules connected to a four
winding single-phase transformer with a nominal power of 6
kW split between all modules. The remaining parameters are
listed in Table.I. In order to evaluate the performance of the
proposed configuration, the converter is analyzed under symmetrical and asymmetrical scenarios with modules operating
at equal and different power levels. In the first scenario, all
modules generate the same power with the same de voltage
level. Therefore, the voltage balancing control does not adjust
any modulation index. In the second and third scenario, there
is a de voltage changes in modules one and three. These events
produce a power unbalance which is compensated through the
voltage balancing control.
The simulation results are presented in Fig.7 to Fig.10. The
dynamic de voltage response of each module is shown in Fig.7,
where it is observed how the de voltage changes as the voltage
reference decrease or increase. The first voltage step takes
place at t = 0.6 s, in that time, all modules decrease their de
voltage reference from the open-circuit voltage to the voltage
at maximum power level. Since all modules have the same
physical characteristics, the de voltage in Fig.7.a, Fig.7.b and
Fig.7.c have the same dynamic. The previous scenario changes
at t = 1.4 s, since the de voltage in module 1 increase 35%
regarding the previous level. This event causes a disturbance
in the de voltage of module 2 and module 3 as presented in
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameters

Nominal power
Nominal power per module
Grid voltage amplitude
Grid frequency
Open-circuit voltage
Voltage at maximum power
DC-link capacitance
DC resistor
Switching frequency
Grid inductance LC filter
Grid capacitance LC filter

Symbol

Value

Po

6kW
2kW

PM

vg
fa

VtJco

Vmpp

340

v

140

•

1.2

v

4700 µF

Lg

1 mH

4.33 n

2200 Hz

Cg

5µF

Vi
Pt

400V

Transformer voltage
Transformer power
Inductance primary winding
Inductance secondary winding
Resistance primary winding
Resistance secondary winding
Magnetizing inductance

L,,
Ls

0.9113 mH
0.9113 mH
o.2518 a
o.2518 n

Lm

2H

Base voltage
Base power
Base cll11'Cllt

Vs
SB
lB

240V

8kW

1

>'.8 0.8

12[-L
>i.:
0.6

•

0.5

Fig.7.b and Fig.7.c. The last de voltage step takes place at t
= 2 s, where the voltage of module 3 increase 15%.
The scenarios can also be analyzed according to the active
power response shown in Fig.8. Since the first 0.6 s, all
modules operate at open voltage circuit, the converter does not
provide any power. After t = 0.6 s, all modules generate their
maximum power available until t = 1.4 s, where the module
1 reduce its power. This state remains constant until t = 2 s,
where the third module reduce its power 15%. Fig.8.d shows
the the total power injected into the grid, and it is observed
how the active power is reduced as the power provided by
each module decrease.
In order to evaluate the grid synchronization and the voltage
balancing control, in Fig.9 is shown the grid voltage, the grid
current and the modulation index according to the time span
marked in Fig.8. In Fig.9.a it is observed the synchronization
between the grid voltage and grid current. Since, both signals
are in phase, the power injected does not have any reactive
power component Note the voltage and current amplitude
have different amplitude levels despite both signals are in per
unit. This is because the power unbalance presented in all
modules provide a total power level lower than the nominal
value. On the other hand, the power mismatching among all
modules has to be controlled to avoid over or under de voltages
and allow each module to operate at their voltage references.
Because of this, the voltage balancing control adjusts the
modulation index amplitude according to the de voltage level.
In Fig.9.b is shown the modulation index of each module,
and it is observed that the second module has the highest
modulation index amplitude, while the first module has the
lowest amplitude. This difference between the modulation
index amplitude corroborates the performance of the control
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Fig. 7. Dynamic response of the de voltage. (a) Module l, (b) Module 2, (c)
Module 3
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Fig. 8. Dynamic response of the active power. (a) Module 1, (b) Module 2,
(c) Module 3, (d) Grid.

strategy, where the module with lower de voltage is able to
provide more power and thus, it requires a higher amplitude.
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Fig. 9. Voltage, cUITeDt and modulation index waveforms under unbalance
operation. (a) Grid voltage and grid current, (b) Modulation index of all
modules.

To validate more insights on the proposed configuration,
the steady state response of the voltage at the ac side of
each module and the voltage in the terminals of the fourth
limb winding before the unbalance operation takes places
are shown in Fig.10. The series connection provided by the
magnetic core and the Level Shifted PWM modulation give
rise to an increase of voltage levels in the fourth limb winding.
Since three modules are used, the voltage at the fourth limb
shown in Fig.10.d has seven levels, while each module has
three levels. This characteristic allows a reduction of the grid
filter requirements maintaining a low current ripple in the grid
current
VI.
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Fig. 10. Output voltage in steady state operation. (a) Module 1, (b) Module
2, (c) Module 3, (d) fourth limb winding

projects ENE2017-88889-C2-l-R and ENE206-79493-R

CONCLUSION

A novel configuration using an integrated series transformer
has been proposed for cascade converters. Since the series
connection is performed through the magnetic core, isolation
of inverter modules for PV applications is provided without
the requirement of a de-de conversion stage. This feature has
presented many benefits over conventional configurations with
respect to cost and control complexity. Based on the presented
analysis and model, the proposed configuration has revealed
that it is possible to achieve series connection of inverter
modules using several shunt limbs in a single integrated
transformer. Through the presented simulation results, the
performance of the proposed conceptual configuration has
been validated. However, for large scale implementation, it is
necessary to consider the transformer non-linear parameters.
This is in order to account for magnetizing currents as well as
power losses in the design. Future research in such a configuration would include a deeper analysis of the converter under
different scenarios and a detailed design of the transformer to
account these parameters.
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